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SUMMARY

This study assessed factors related to student par-

ticipation and success in science and social science

courses. Science courses included agriculture, the bio-

logical sciences, engineering sciences and technologies,

mathematics, the physical sciences (chemistry, earth and

space sciences, physics), and the social sciences (an-

thropology, economics, psychology, and sociology).

Transcripts of 8,873 students enrolled in the Los

Angeles Community College District were examined. Data

analyses based on all courses in wnich these students

were enrolled betweenFall 1974 and Spring 1979 'evealed

that:

Just over 40 percent of the students completed

one or more college science courses.

Students completed 52 percent of the science

courses in which they enrolled.

Forty-five percent of the students received a

grade of D, F, I (incomplete), or W (withdrawal)

in Lheir first science course. Withdrawals

alone accounted for 32 percent of the grades

students received in their first science course.

The higher the grade students received in their

first science course the more likely they were

to enroll in and complete subsequent science

courses.

Students who withdrew or who received an incom-

plete in their initial science class completed a

much smaller percentage of their subsequent sci-

ence courses than students whose initial grade

was C, D, or r.



Results of surveys completed by 268 faculty and

6,426 of their students showed that:

The more high school courses students had taken
i,

in a particular area of science (e.g., biology,

physical science) the mo, e likely they were to

have taken a college ccdrse in that area.

Seventeen percent of the students who were below

the sample average in the number of high school

sciegie courses taken were above the sample av-

erage in the number of science courses completed

in col lege. However, 23 percent of the students

went from being above the sample average in

their participation in high school science

courses to below average in the number of col-

lege science courses taken.

The majority of students in the sample reported

that they had not received encouragement to en-

roll in college science courses or science-

related programs at either high school or

col lege.

There were large discrepancies between the sci-

ence-related career obj2ctives of students and

the types of courses they enrolled.

The consensis among students and their instruc-

tors was that a high percentage of students, in

most instances over 50 percent, have some dif-

ficulty in performing activities that require

reading, writing, computing, independent in-

quiry, and a commitment of time to complete

course assignments.

Science faculty were being asked to teach their

courses to groups of students whose skills run

el



the gamut from poor to excellent.

Of those students who did not feel confident in

a skill, less than 30 percent took advantage of

support program designed to assist them in that

skill.

Over 40 percent of the students who were defi-

cient in a basic skill and who did not seek

assistance from the college support programs

reported that they did not have time to use the

service, or the service was offered at an incon-

venient time. This factor of time also was

cited by over half of the faculty members as the

primary reason students do not take advantage of

ancillary services to improve their basic skills.

The reasons cited by over 40 percent of the sci-

ence faculty for why most students at their col-

lege avoid science courses, programs, and

careers were as follows: poor background in

mathematics, poor study habits, limited prepa-

ration to comprehend course materials, and poor

skills in reeding.

An analysis of science class sections offered in the

Los Angeles Community College District for the academic

year 1979-80 revealed Vat:

One-fourth of the class sections offered in the

District in 1)79-30 were in science.

There was a near aosence of courses in the agri-

cultural, biological, engineering, physical, and

social sciences designed especially for students

who needed some assistance with their reading,

writing, mathematics, science, and/or study

skills.
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Forty-three percent of the class sections in

mathematics presented material at a level, below

college algebra.

Conclusions and recommendations are discussed with

respect to the following topics:

Recruitment activities. Recruitment efforts

need to be expanded at both the high school and

college levels. These efforts need to be di-

rected towards the full range of students--from

those who have not done well in science or math-
,

ematics in high school to those who have shown a

high aptitude and interest in those areas. Re-

cru'Ament efforts should not he left entirely in

the hands of counselors. In order to be effec-

tive, these recruitment activities need to be

organized and carried out at the level of the

science department.

Curricula. Science faculty need to design dis-

tinctive courses which accurately reflect the

range of their students' educational objectives

and abilities. Targeting courses to specific

groups (e.g., transfer, occupational, academi-

cally underprepared personal interest) should

help alleviate many of the problems associated

with having students of greatly varied afirtes

and interests in the same class.

Course retention and support services. Several

options are available to community college edu-

cators for increasing course retention rates in

the sciences while at the same time maintaining

high academic standards: (1) Establish course

entrance requirements. Students who do not

1 0



possess the necessary competencies to succeed in

the course would be directed to an appropriate

proiram to strengthen the skills in which they

were deficient. (2) Allow all students to en-

roll in any introductory science course but

limit the number of courses that the poorly-

prepared students can take in any term and man-

date that those students take advantage of the

available support services. (3) Integrate

remediat'on into college-level science courses.

Faculty development. Many of the science facul-

ty noted that they did not feel they had the

proper training needed to teach students who are

academically underprepared. In order for fac-

ulty to respond effectively to the changing

backgrounds, educational objectives, and abili-

ties of students attending the urban community

college they will need training and assistance.

Monitoring student progress. A system of moni-

toring student progress in their science pro-

grams would enable faculty to identify students

experiencing difficulty in their courses and

then to provide the necessary assistance to

overcome the problem. The provision of faculty

attent'on and support should greatly increase

the number of students who complete science-

related program.
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In proportion
the United States,
sented in science

C:iapter I

INTRODUCTION

to their numbers in the population of
women and minorities are underrepre-
careers . Many reasons have been

advanced in the liter ature to account for this fact, and
various inducements to increase participation in the

sciences amongst these groups have in recent years been
introduced. We know that high intensity, high cost,
special

groups

courses

general

interventions are effective in stimulating small

of students to enroll in and complete science

We do not know how college policies and

procedures affect the different student groups.
The two-year college seems a most logical place to

conduct a study of inducements and inhibitors to science
study for women and minorities. The 1,250 community

colleges in America offer a broad range of curricula,
including the first two years of undergraduate studies,
adult education, and remedial studies designed to reduce
academic deficiencies. Of their 4.8 million students-

40 percent of all students in American higher educa-
tion--a sizable proportion includes women and minorities.
Women make up 53 percent of community college enroll-
ments. More than half of the students from minority
groups who enroll in postsecondary institutions enroll in
community and junior colleges. In 1979-1980, 27 percent

of full-time and 20 percent of part-time students in

community colleges were from minority groups (American
Associdoon of Community and Junior Colleges, 1981).

These colleges have undertaken to reduce barriers to
enrollment by allowing for part-time studies in most of

1
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their programs; they are easily accessible to most stu-

dents; and they are considerably less expensive than

other forms of postsecondary education.
Given these conditions, why do so few women and

minority students complete science courses and science

career-oriented programs in community colleges' The

answer to t-iis question is needed because there is a lack

of knowledge about what actually goes on in the colleges

themselves. The literature provides information on the

outcomes, (e.g., how many minority students graduate,
how many women enter the sciences), but it is not clear

how these results come to be.

The study. In an effort to learn how to promote

the participation of more students (especially women and

minorities) in science courses and science career-oriented

programs, the National Science Foundation funded the
Center for she Study of Community Colleges to conduct a

study of science education in the Los Angeles Community

College District. The three primary objectives of this

study were: (1) to describe the course-taking patterns,

science kground, &nd attitudes of students towards

scien :e; (2) to identify in,titutional patterns that enhance

science enrollments and course completions, and (3) to

describe intervention strategies that will allow colleges to

remode barriers to and develop incentives for the par-

ticipation of students in science. The District was

selected as the site of th s study for the following rea-
sons: it is the largest community college district in the

nation (125,000 students), a high proportion of the

ethnic minorities; and the

ethnic composition of students varies substantially in the

nine colleges of the District.

students in the district are



Information for this study was gathered through the

following five activities: (1) an analysis of 8,873 stu-
dent transcripts; (2) a survey of 6,425 students in 268
courses; (3) a survey of 268 instructors; (4) a curric-
ulum analysis; and (5) staff interviews with 65 adminis-
trators, science faculty, and counselors. Results and

recommendations emanating from each of these components

of the study are reported in this monograph.
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Chapter 2

STUDENT PARTICIPATION IN SCIENCE COURSES

Two major objectives of community college science
programs are to increase students' literacy in science as
part of their general education and to prepare them for
careers in science, engineering, or technology. To

increase the likelihood that these objectives will be met,
students may be required to complete science courses
successfully before they are granted an associate of arts
or science degree, occupational certificate, or entrance
Into upper division courses in four -year colleges or
universities. Thus for many students, achievement of
their educational objectives rests on the successful

completion of one or more required courses in science- -
including mathematics. Since the first science course
that students enroll in often serves as a prerequisite for
enrollment in the more advanced courses that are part of
a degree or certificate program, it 's important to have
information on the extent that perfo-rnance by the stu-
dents in their initial college science course relates to
their subsequent course-taking patterns and success in
science courses.

Objective of transcript study. The primary purpose
of this part of the study was to obtain answers to the
following questions:

1. In which science courses do students enroll?
2. How successful are students in completing

courses in different areas of science?
3. Is student performance in their first science

course a good indicator of enrollment and

performance in stq,sequent science courses?
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4. What is the relationship between student
grades in science courses and their grades in
non-science courses?

Method. Answers to these questions were based on
an analysis of 8,873 transcripts (a seven percent random
sampling) of students enrolled in the Los Angeles Com-
munity College District in Spring 1979. The data analy-
ses were based on all courses in which these students
were enrolled and were on record during the first
census week (fourth week of the term) between Fall 1974
and Spring 1979. Tne transcripts were obtained on
magnetic tape from the district's data processing center.
Data analyses were conducted by staff members of the
Center for the Study of Community Colleges.

The science curriculum, as defined in this study,
consisted of courses in agriculture; the biological scien-
ces, engineering sciences and technologies; mathematics
and computer science (mathematics); chemistry, earth
and space sciences, physics, integrated natural sciences
(the physical sciences); and anthropology, economics,
psychology, sociology (the social sciences). These
courses all fell within the definition of the sciences as
articulated by the sponsoring agency, the National
Science Foundation.

In which science courses do stu- ,nts enroll?
Overall, 58 percent of the students in the sample had at
one time enrolled in a science course in the Los Angeles
Community College District. The area in which the

greatest percentage of students enrolled in one or more
courses was social science (35%). This was followed by
mathematics-computer science (31%), physical science

(24%), biologic& science (15%), engineering technology

5
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Table 1

Percentage of Students Who Enrolled in One
or More Courses in a Science Area

(N=8,873)

Student
Group

--Total
Science

Social

Science

Mathe-

matics

Physical

Science

Biological
Science Engineering Agriculture

Total Sample 58 35 31 24 15 7

Male 61 31 35 28 13 13

Female 55 38 27 21 17 2

American Indian 57 37 29 25 17 4 0

Black 59 37 34 17 15 6 0

Hispanic 57 31 36 21 14 8 0

Asian 56 24 38 26 13 14 0

White 56 33 26 27 15 6

2k)



and science (7%), and agricultural science (1%). Males

were much more likely than females to enroll in mathe-

matics, physical science, and engineering technology

courses. A higher percentage of females than males
enrolled in courses in the biological and social sciences.

Which science courses do students complete? Just

over 40 percent of the students in the sample completed

at least one science course. The percentage of students

who completed a course in an area of science is in

descending order: social science (35%), mathematics

(20%); physical sciences (16%); biological sciences (11%);
engineering (4%); and agriculture (1%).

A greater percentage of males than females completed

a course in mathematics (23% vs. 17%), physical science
(19% vs. 14%), and engineering technology (8% vs. 1%).

Females were more likely than males to complete a course
in social science (28% vs. 22%) and biological science (12%

vs. 9%).
Asian students were much more likely than students

in the other ethnic groups to complete courses in mathe-
3atics and engineering technology. In general, while

there were differences in the percentage of students in
the ethnic/race groups who completed courses i 1 the

different areas of science, the differences were not

great.
How successful are students in completing courses in

different areas of science"' Students in the Los Angeles
Community College District completed 52 percent of the
science courses in which they enrolled (Table 3). The

area of science in which students completed the highest

percentage of their courses was agriculture (72%). This

was followed by social science (56%), biological science

7 2 i



Table 2
Percentage of Students Who Completed

One or More Courses in a Science Area
(N=8,873)

Student Group
Total

Science
Social

Science
Mathe-

matics
Physical

Science
Biological

Science Engineering Agriculture

Total Sample 43 35 20 16 11 4 1

Male 44 22 23 19 9 8 1

Female 41 28 17 14 12
,
i 1

American Indian 39 26 14 14 10 1 0
Black 39 25 20 9 9 2 0
Hispanic 38 20 18 13 9 4 0
Asian 45 17 29 18 9 9 0
White 42 24 17 19 11 4 2

22



Table 3

Percentage of Science Courses Completed

(N=8,873)

Student
Group

Total

Science

Social

Science

Math-

matics

Physical

Science

Biological
Science Engineering Agriculture

Total Sample 52 56 48 49 54 54 72

Male 51 54 47 49 53 55 67

Female 53 57 48 49 55 42 76

American Indian 44 51 46 33 44 0 0

Black 45 49 41 41 46 38 0

Hispanic 48 50 46 43 52 49 0

Asian 53 53 53 48 55 61 0

White 56 59 49 55 57 63 72



(54%), engineering (54%), physical science (49%), and

mathematics (48%). The course completion rates for

males and females were similar in all science areas except

engineering where the completion rate of males was

substantially higher than that of females (55% vs. 42%).
Among the ethnic groups, White (56%) and Asian

(53%) students completed a greater proportion of their
science courses than did Hispanics (48%), Blacks (45%),
and American Indians (44%) Black students had a much

more difficult time than Whites, Asians, and Hispanics

in completing courses in mathematics, engineering tech-
nology, physical science, and biological science.

What grades do students earn in their initial science
courses' Fifty-five percent of the student'. earned a
grade of C or better in their first college science course.
The remaining 45 percent received a grade of D, F, I

(incomplete), or W (withdrawal). Withdrawals alone

accounted for 32 percent of the grades students received
in their first science course.

Is student performance in the initial science course
a good indicator of enrollment in subsequent science

courses' The higher the grade students received in

their Fall 1978 science courses, the more likely they

were to enroll in another science cour..e the following
semester (Spring 1979) About 68 percent of the, stu-

dents with grades of C or better in their Fall 19/8

science course enrolled in another science course in the
following semester; this figure dropped to 52 percent for
those students who received a W in their Fall 1978

science course. Only ten percent of the students who
did not participate in a science course in Fall 1978 did

so the following semester.

1



Table 4
Student Performance in Their First Science Course

(N=4,760)

Grade in First
Science Course

Number of Students
in Grade Category

.1.

745

805

1,081

Percentage of
Students Enrolled

16

17

22
55%

A

B

C

D

F

I

W

333

188

88
1,520

7

4

2

32
45%

Table 5
Relationship Between the Grades

Students Received in Their Fall 1978
Science Course and the Percentage
of Students Enrolled in a Science

Course the Following Semester
(N=1,550)*

Grade in Fall 1978
Science Course

Percent Enrolled
in a Science Course

in Spring 1979

A 68
B 66

C 67

D 67

F 59

I 68
W 52

Did not enroll 10

*Note: 4v'rage grade was used for students who
.rolled in more than one science course in a
s ,nester.

11
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Is student performance in the initial science cc..arse

a Rood indicator of performance in subsequent sci-

ence courses' Students who earned a high grade (A- or
B) in their fir.t science course were much more likely to
complete their subsequent science courses than students
who received a (ow grade in their initial science course.
The percentage of science courses completed by students
ranged from a high of 67 percent,tur those who earned
an A in their initial science course to a ,bw of 27 per-
cent. It is important to note that students who with-
drew or who received an incomplete in their initial

science class completed a much smaller percentage of
their subsequent science courses than students whose
initial grade in science was C, D, or F. The fact that
students who received a grade of I or W in their first
science course enrolled in an average of three additional
science courses suggests that many of these individuals
needed to complete several science courses' to achieve

their educational objectives.

72



Table 6

Average Number of Science Courses Enrolled in

and Completed by Grade in First Science Course

(N=4,760)

Grade in First
Science Course

Ave. Number of

Science Courses
Enrolled

Ave. Number of
Science Courses

Completed

Percentage of

Science Courses
Completed

A 5.4 3.7 67

B 5.1 3.4 67

C 4.7 3.0 63

D 4.9 2.9 58

F 4.1 2.2 54

I 4.3 1.4 34

W 4.2 1.1 27

27



As shown in Table 7, the grade students received

in their first science course was a gcod indicator of
their performance in subsequent science courses. Those

who earned an A, B, or C in their first science course
maintained about the same average in their subsequent

science courses. Those who "eceived a grade of D or F
in their first science course continued to perform poorly
(D average) in their other science classes. Students

who withdrew from their first
later completed one of more

science grade point average of C.
The information summarized in Table 7 also

science course but who
science courses had a

reveals

that there were close correspondences between student
grades in their initial science courses and with their
grades in general. Two exceptions to this pattern were

as follows: Students whose initial grade in science was

a D had a GPA of C for all of their courses as well as

for their non-science courses, and those whose first
grade in science was an F had a GPA of C in their
non-science courses and an overall GPA of D.

14



Table 7

Comparison of Students' Grade(s) in Their First

Science Course with Their Overall GPA, GPA in

Science, and GPA in Non - Science Courses

(N=8,873)a

Grade in First

Science Course

GPA in

Science

GPA in

Non-Science

Overall

GPA

A 3.6 3.3 3.4

B 2.9 3.0 2.9

C 2.1 2.6 2.4

D 1.4 2.4 2.0

F 1.4 2.3 1.7

W 2.3 2.6 2.5

I 2.0 2,5 2.3

Did not enroll in
a science course

2.9 2.9
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Chapter 3
FACTORS AFFECTING ST )ENT SUCCESS

IN SCIENCE ,SES

A survey s administered to students and instruc-
tors in 13 percent of all class sections offered at 10 a.m.
and 7 p.m. on Wednesday of the fifth week of the Fall
1980 term. Completed surveys were obtained from 268 of
the instructors (721, response rate) and 6,426 of the
students in their classes. It is difficult to know what
the response rate for students was since many were not
present on the day the survey was administered. The

classes used in this study represent a cross section of
the subject areas taught in the multi-campus district. A

copy of the Student Survey is provided in Appendix A.
Student responses to the survey were analyzed to

address the following questions:
o Does student interest in science change from

high school to college/
o What factors are associated with increased

participation in science from high school to

college/

o To what extent are students encouraged to

enroll in science-related programs?
o What is the relationship between student career

objectives and participation in science courses?
o Now confident are students in completing acti-

vities needed to succeed in science courses?
o To what extent do students take advantage

of support services from which they could
benefit?
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Sample. Students in this study were reasonably
representative of those in the District in terms of their
sex and ethnic backgrounds. The sample was almost
equally divided among men (51$) and women (491). The

ethnic composition of the sample was: White (44),
Black (20$), Asian WV, Chicano (11$), Other Hispanic
(91,), American Indian (A), and other (A). Fifty-seven
percent of tha sample were 22 years of age or younger.

Results of Student Survey

Does student interest in science change from high

school to college? The data were examined to determine
the extent to which student participation in science

courses increased, remained constant, or declined from
high school to college. Students were categorized as

below average (one-half standard deviation below the
mean), average (within one-half standard deviation of

the mean), or above average (one-half standard devi-_,_i
ation above the mean) on the basis of the number of
science courses they completed in high school and on the
number of science courses they had finished in college.
Only students who completed 30 to 60 college units (10
to 20 courses) were considered in this analysis. Students
who completed fewer than 30 units may not have had
ample time to enroll in college science courses while many

of those who had impleted over 60 units already pos-
sessed a baccalaureate degree.

The data presented in Table 8 demonstrate that
36 percent of the students who completed a below aver-
age number of science courses while in high school were

also below average in the number of science courses
they completed in crIlege. At the other end of the

17
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Table 8
Relationship Between the Number of

Science Courses Completed in High School
and the Number of Science Courses

Completed in College
(N=1,302 students who

completed 30 to 60 college units)

Level of Student Participation in Science Courses
in High School CHSL and in College (Col .)

% Above Ave. % Below Ave. % Above Ave. % Below Ave.
HS Science & HS Science & HS Science & HS Science &

Above Ave. Below Ave. Below Ave. Above Ave.

Col. Science Col. Science Col. Science Col. Science

Total 24 36 23 18

Females 20 42 22 16

Males 28 29 23 19

Asian 35 27 24 14

Black 20 38 27 15

Chicano 18 42 25 15

Other Hispanic 25 32 23 20

White 25 35

3
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participation continuum, 24 percent of those students
who were above average in the number of science

courses taken in high school were also above the sample

average in the number of science courses completed in

college.

A sizable percentage of the students who were
below the sample average in the number of high school
science courses taken were above the sample average in

the number of science courses completed in college

(18%). There was, however, a greater percentage of
students (23$) who went from being above the sample
average in their participation in high school science

courses to below average in the number of college

science courses taken.

Males were more likely than females to be above
average in the number of science courses they completed

in high school and college (28$ vs. 201,), while females

were much more likely than males to have been below

average in their participation in high school and college
science courses (42%, vs. 29%). There was much similarity

in the percentages of men and women whose participation

in science courses increased or decrea.ed from high

school to college.
Among the ethnic groups, participation in science

courses in both high school and college was highest fo-

Asian (35 %), Other Hispanic (251,), and White (25$)

students and lowest for Blacks (20%) and Chicanos

(18V. Chicanos (42$) and Blacks (381,) were much more

likely than students in the other ethnic groups to be
below average in the number of science courses they

completed in both high school and college. The percent-

age of students whose participation in science courses

19
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increased from high school to college was greatest among
Other Hispanics (20%) and Whites (20%), while the percen-
tage of students whose participation in science decreased
from high school to college was highest among Blacks
(27%) and Chicanos (25%).

What factors are associated with increased participa-
tion in science courses from high school to college?

Students whose participat on in science courses rose from
below average in high school to above average in college
were much more likely to have: been encouraged by a
college counselor or faculty member to take a science

(27% vs. 17%) and/or math course (30% vs. 23%); dis-
cussed career opportunities in science with a faculty
member or counselor (27% vs. 16%); received materials
that were designed to interest them in science courses

ar 1 careers (27% vs. 18%); participated in developmental
math (22% vs. 14%) and/or science courses (12% vs. 7%);

or received tutoring in mathematics (22% vs. 13%) and/or

science (11% vs. 7%). Whether students received these
forms of encouragement before or after they enrolled in
their college science courses cannot be determined from
these data

What is the relationship between the type of science
courses taken in high school and type of science courses
taken in college' in general the more high school

courses students had taken in a particular area of

science (e.g., biology, physical science) the more likely
they were to have taken a college course in that area.
For example, the percentage of students who reported
that they completed a course in the physical sciences in
college rose from 43 percent among those who had not
taken a high school course in that area to 61 percent for

20
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those who had completed one high school course in the
physical sciences to 70 percent among those students
who had taken three or more high school courses in the
physical sciences. These findings, along with those for
the other science areas considered, are illustrated in

Figure 1.

To what extent are students encouraged to enroll in
science-related programs? One of the items on the

Student Survey asked respondents to indicate whether or
not they were involved in various activities designed to
heighten their interest in science. The majority of stu-
dents in the sample reported that they had not received
encouragement to enroll in science or science-related
programs at either high school or college. On the high
school level, a very low percentage of the respondents
noted that someone (counselor, teacher, college recruiter)
spoke to them about science programs and courses

offered in college (13%), nr about career opportunities
available in the sciences (24%). On the college level,
about one-third of all students sampled reported having
seen announcements advertising science classes or special
programs on some aspect of scierce. A fifth of the

students noted that they were encouraged by a counselor
or faculty member to take a science or math course. A

similar number of students indicated that they discussed
career opportunities in science with a faculty member or
counselor at their college. Not surprisingly, students
who were encouraged to participate in science courses or
who had discussions about science with members of the
college staff were more likely to participate in science

courses than those who did not engage in these activities
(5.6 courses vs 4.6 courses)

21
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Figure 1
Percentage of Students Completing One or More

College Science Courses by Number of
High School Science Courses Taken.

N=1,302 Students Who Completed
31 to 60 College Units*
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The encouragement students received to participate
in science was also examined with respect to sex and
ethnicity. Although the differences were not large, a

greater percentage of males than females were involved
in each of the 14 activities designed to heighten student
interest in the sciences. Comparisons among the ethnic
groups showed that Asian students were more likely than
those in the other categories to have participated in 10
of the 14 activities.

Student interest in science careers. Information on
student interest in the sciences was obtained from an
item on the Student Survey which asked respondents to
indicate whether they were attending college to prepare
for or advance in each of 14 career areas. Responses to

this item are presented in Table 9.
The data in Table 9 reveal that a high percentage

of students in the sample said they were attending
college to prepare for or advance in a science-related
career. The greatest percentage of the students who
expressed an interest in a science career were attending
college to prepare for or advance in engineering/archi-
tecture (16%). This was followed by computer program-
ming and mathematics (15%), the health professions

(14), social science research (9%), medicine (4),
science research (4), and farming or forestry (3%).

As expected, a greater percentage of males than
females were interested in careers in engineering/archi-
tecture (264 vs. 5%) and computer science/ mathematics

(18$ vs. 11%); while a greater percentage of females
than males were pursuing careers in the allied health
professions (23% vs. A) and social science (12%, vs. 6$).
There was a high degree of similarity in the percentage
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Table 9
Percentage of Students Pursuing

Career Objectives by Ethnicity and Sex
(N=6,426)

Career Objectives

Asian/

Filipino Black Chicano
Other
Hispanic White Male Female Total

Allied Health Professional 13 17 13 12 14 7 23 14

Medical Doctor 6 6 6 6 5 6 6 6

Business 27 31 25 25 29 29 28 28

Secretary 4 7 4 6 5 .4 10 5

Comp. prog./mathematician/
statistician 23 16 12 14 13 18 11 15

Engineer/architect 27 11 13 19 15 26 5 16

Elem. or second. school
educator 7 12 13 9 7 5 13 9

College teacher or educator 5 8 8 5 6 6 7 6

Farmer/forester 2 2 2 2 4 4 2 3

Research scientist 5 3 3 4 5 5 2 4

Artist 9 11 10 9 16 12 14 13

Social Scientist 6 10 10 8 10 6 12 9

Lawyer 4 9 6 7 6 8 5 6

Skilled Trades 15 14 15 13 12 20 6 13
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of males and females interested in. the other areas of
science.

The findings reported in Table 9 show that the
Asian students were much more likely than students in
the other ethnic groups to be interested in careers in
computer science/mathematics and engineering/architec-
ture. Otherwise, there was much similarity in the
science career aspirations of students in the various
ethnic/race groups.

What is the relationship between student career
objectives and their participation in science courses?

One of the objectives of this study was to determine the
extent to which students who are attending college to
prepare for or advance in a science-related career take
college science courses needed to achieve those stated
objectives. Data on the college courses students had
taken were obtained from an item on the Student Survey
which asked them to indicate the courses they had taken
in each of 13 areas of science. Only students who had
completed 30 to 60 hours of college credit were included
in thi analysis. The percentages of students in each of
the c reer objective categories who had not taken any
cours in an area of science are given in Table 10.

Here we find some discrepancies between the career
objectlives of students and the types of courses they
completed. To illustrate, of those students who were
PLLen lg college to prepare for or advance in a career
in the allied health professions, 48 percent had not
taken a course in biology, and 38 percent had not com-
pleted a course in the physical sciences while 33 percent
had not completed a course in mathematics or computer
science. Of those students who aspired to become
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Table 10

Percentage of Students in
Career Objective Categories Who Had
Taken No Courses in Science Areas

(N=1,302 Students Who Completed 31 to 60 units of College Credit)

Science Course Areas

Career Objectives Biology Engineering
Mathe-
matics

Physical

Sciences
Social

Science

Health Professional 48 99 33 38 18
Doctor 57 96 29 42 29
Business 80 94 25 44 20
Secretary 81 97 46 60 31
Comp. prog./mathematician/

statistician 83 84 12 38 30
Engineer/architect 81 55 13 37 48
Elem. or second. school

educator 61 95 40 52 29
College teacher or educator 66 94 41 44 19
Farmer/forester 63 94 31 38 50
Research scientist 65 87 19 19 41
Artist 77 93 46 45 24
Social Scientist 63 97 36 48 12
Lz.yiyer 72 97 30 37 19
Skilled trades 82 79 24 46 45
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medical doctors, 57 percent had not taken a biology

course, 42 percent had yet to complete a course in the
physical sciences, and 29 percent had not completed ?
course in mathematics or computer science.

Among students who desired a career in engineering
technology/architecture, 55 percent had. not included a
course in engineering science or technology as part of
their 30 plus hours of college and 37 percent had not
taken a course in physical science. However, only 13

percent had not taken a course in mathematics/computer
science. Of those who expressed interest in the social
sciences, only 12 percent had not taken a social science
course. Hov..ever, over 36 percent of the students had
not completed a course in mathematics/computer science,
physical science (48%), or biology (63%).

Nearly all of the careers listed in Table 10 require
at least an associate degree. The attainment of a college

degree is contingent on students completing courses in
mathematics, the biological and physical sciences, and

the social sciences. The finding that such a high per-
centage of students who had completed 10 to 20 college
courses had not taken a course in one or more of these
areas suggests that mathematics and science may be

operating barriers to the realization of the students'

educational and career objectives. Put another way, the
students' career objectives are totally at variance with
their course-taking patterns. Many of them may have

untowardly delayed taking the courses they must

eventually have.
How confident are students in completing activities

needed to succeed in science courses' Science instruc-

tors were asked to indicate how important each of 14
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activities were in terms of students' succeeding in their

course. The responses of science instructors are

reported in Table 11. Also shown in Table 11 is the

percentage of their students who felt confident in per-

forming the same 14 activities

Table 11
Percentage of Science Faculty

Who Indicated That a Skill Was Important
for Success in their Courses and
the Percentage of Their Students

Who Felt Confident in Performing Those Skills

Student Skill Area

Science
Faculty

(N=99)

% of Students
in Science
Classes who

Felt Confident
in Skill Area

(N=4,711)

Have time to complete course
assignments 81 59

Understand course reading
assignments 80 68

Spend a concentrated period
of time studying 71 51

Summarize major points in reading 63 52

Solve problems that require
arthmetic 56 65

Express self in writing 47 54

Learn on own -- independent inquiry 44 64

Work on lab exercises by
following directions 42 60

Solve problems that require
algebra or geometry 35 26

Understand science developments 33 43

Express self verbally 25 49

Integrate various parts of course 23 51

Identify biases in research
reports 18 38

Solve problems that require
statistics 17 19
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Over 50 percent of the science instructors indicated
that in their classes it was important that students be
able to handle the following activities:__ complete course
assignments in the time allotted (81$), understand course
reading asssignments (80$), spend a concentrated period
of time--two hours or longer--studying for the course
(71$), summarize major points in class readings (63$),
and work on problems or assignments that require arith-
metic (561). With the exception of math skills which
were stressed primarily in engineering and mathematics
courses, there was much similarity in the types of com-
petencies faculty in each of the six science courses felt
students needed to succeed in their courses.

As illustrated in Table 11, there was a sizable dis-
crepancy between the percentage of science instructors
who rated a skill as important to do well in their course
and the percentage of their students who felt confident
in their ability to perform that activity. For example:

While 81 percent of the science faculty indi-
cated that it was important that students have the
necessary time to complete course assignments, only
59 percent of the students felt confident that they
would be able to devote the time needed to complete
their course assignments;

While over 80 percent of the instructors noted
that understanding course reading assignments was
important for succeeding in their classes, only 68
percent of the students felt confident in performing
this activity;

While 71 percent of the science instructors
stated that spending a concentrated period of time
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studying for the course was important in their
classes, only 51 percent of the students felt confi-
dent in their ability to do this.
The percentage of students in each of the sex and

ethnic background categories who felt they were confi-
dent in their ability to perform var.ous activities is

reported in Table 12.
A much c -Ater percentage of males than females

expressed confidence in their ability to work on problems
or assignments that required arithmetic (60, vs. 56%),

algebra (44 vs. 27$), statistics (221, vs. 131,), or analy-
tic geometry/calculus (17$ vs. 91), and in understanding
science and technical developments and their uses in

society (48$ vs. 30/). The differences in the self-

ratings of males and femates in the other competency
areas did not exceed five percentage points.

Among the ethnic groups, Asians were most confi-
dent in working un problems that required some form of
mathematics, while White students felt most confident in
work.ng on assignments involving reading. Although

ttif:re were differences among students in the ethnic
croups in the self-ratings of their skills, no clear pat-
tern of group strengths and weaknesses was evident.

To what extent do students take advantage of sup-
port .trvices from which they could benefit? A major

objet !we of this study was to determine the percentage
of students who felt they were weak in a skill which was
needed to succeed in science courses and who took
advantage of a college assistance program designed to
correct that deficiency. Two of the items on the Student
Survey were used to satisfy this objective. One of the

items had students rate their skills on a three-point
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Table 12
Percentage of Students in Sex and
Ethnic Group Categories Who Rated

Their Skills as Confident

Student Skill Area
Male

(N=3246)

Percentage Rating Skill as Confident

American Other

Female Indian Asian Black Chicano Hispania

(N=3098) (N=51) (N=721) (N=1215) (N=714) (N=530)

White

(N=2710)

Understand course reading,
assignments 65 67 67 52 68 63 61 70

Learn on own- -

independent inquiry 64 62 70 54 69 56 49 65

Solve problems that
require arithmetic 68 56 57 64 61 49 61 64

Have time to complete
course assignments 58 59 58 53 63 57 56 60

Work on lab exercises by
following directions 60 57 58 47 60 51 51 64

Express self it writing 53 55 59 46 60 48 52 54

Summarize major points
in reading 51 49 52 41 49 43 45 54

Integrate various parts
of course 51 49 54 40 53 44 47 52
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Table 12 Continued

Percentage Rating Skill as Confident

American Other

Male Female Indian Asian Black Chicano Hispanic White

Student Skill Area (N=3246) (N=3098) (N=51) (N=721) (N=1215) (N=714) (N=530) (N=2710)

Spend concentrated period
of time studying 48 52 47 44 51 47 49 52

Express self verbally 51 46 54 32 58 47 47 48

Understand
science developments 48 20 48 36 40 32 41 40

Identifying biases in
research reports 39 44 52 30 42 32 36 37

Solve problems that require
algebra 44 27 38 53 30 27 35 35

Solve problems that require

statistics 22 13 30 26 18 14 17 16

Solve problems that require
geometry or calculus 17 c 17 28 14 7 15 9
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scale ("confident," "somewhat confident," "not confi-
dent") in a variety of areas. These included reading,
writing, arithmetic, algebra, and understanding science.
The other item used in this analysis had students indi-
cate which, if any, of nine support programs they had
taken advantage of at their college.

The data presented in Figure 2 show that of those
students who did not feel confident in a skill area, less
than 30 percent took advantage of a support program
designed to assist them in that skill area.

For example, of the students who did not feel con-
fident in their reading ability, 28 percent Look advantage
of the college's support programs to improve reading; of
those students who did not feel confident in their ability
to solve problems that require arithmetic, 20 percent
received assistance from a college support program in
developmental mathematics; of those students who did not
feel confident in their ability in science, 10 percent took
advantage of the college support program in that area.

These findings indicate that despite the efforts to
provide students with the support programs and assis-
tance they need to succeed in college-level courses, the
majority of those who can profit most from the assistance
provided are not taking advantage of these programs.
The information reported in Figure 2 also shows that
there is little or no difference in the use of support
services by students who are confident and those who
are not confident in their abilities. These results were
true for men as well as for women and for members of
each of the ethnic/race groups.
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Reasons students give for not using support services.
One of the items on the Student Survey asked respondents
who did not use a particular support service to indicate
the primary reason they had for not doing so. The

response categories were as follows: "I do not need it;"
"I have no time for it;" "Service is offered at an incon-
venient time;" "I have heard that this service is not
very helpful." The data presented in Table 13 are
based on only those students who reported a lack of
confidence in a skill area and who did not take advan-
tage of a support program designed to correct that
deficiency.

The reason most students had for not using a sup-
port service from which they could benefit was that they
did not feel a need for the service. The second most
frequently cited reason was that they had no time. The

third most mentioned reason was that it was offered at
an inconvenient time. Less

/ than four percent of the
studerts noted ,t they did not use a support service
designed to improve a skill in which they were deficient
because they heard that the service was not very helpful.

A surprising finding which is noted in Table 13 was
the high percentage of students--in most instances over
50 percentwho felt they did not need assistance from a
support service designed to improve a skill deficiency.
Possibly, this response resulted from students' belief
that a particular skill in which they were weak was not
really needed to succeed in the courses in which they
were enrolled. A possible explanation is that students
may not see a direct connection between the difficulties
they encounter in a course and the services offered by
an academic support program.
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Table
Reasons Students Who

in a Skill Gave
Support Service from

(In

Not Confident (NC)
in Skill and Did Not

Seek Assistance

1- NC in reading and no
help in reading

2- NC in reading and no
basic skills course

3- NC in writing and no
help in writing

4- NC in writing and no
basic skillf course

5- NC in arithmetic and
no basic skills
course in math

6- NC in arithmetic and
no tutoring in math

7- NC in algebra and no
basic skills course

in math

8- NC in algebra and
no tutoring in math

9- NC in science and no
basic skills course
in science

10- NC in science and no
tutoring in science

11- NC in study skills
and no help with
study skills

Do Not
Need Service

No Time
for Service

50 30

50 28

44 35

58 25

61 23

61 22

67 20

67 19

73 17

72 17

44 32

;IN
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13
Were Not Confident
for Not Using a
Which They Could Benefit
Percentages)

Service Offered at Heard Service
Inconvenient Time Was Not Helpful

1- 18 3

2- 20 3

3- 18 3

4- 14 2

5- 14 3

6- 14 3

7- 12 2

8- 12 2

9- 8 2

10- 9 2

11- 20 4
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These findings demonstrate that the factor of time- -

(1) no time for service and (2) service offered at an
inconvenient time--was cited by over 35 percent of the
students as the primary deterrent preventing them from

improving their skills in the ability areas upon which

education is based--reading, writing, arithmetic, and

study skills. For example, of those students who were

not confident in their writing ability and who did not
seek assistance to improve their writing, 53 percent

stated that they did not do so either because they did

not have time to use the assistance services provided
(35%), or the service was offered at an inconvenient time

(18 %).
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Chapter 4

SURVEY OF SCIENCE INSTRUCTORS

What about the instructors? To what extent do
they help students advance in science? To gain infor-
mation that would help answer these questions, we

surveyed the instructors of 268 class sections. The

sample was drawn by taking every thirteenth class

section from a list of those offered on all nine campuses
on Wednesday of the fifth week of the Fall 1980 semester
at 10 a.m. and 7 p.m. Responses were obtained from 99
science instructors and 169 instructors of other-than-
science courses. The number of instructors teaching a
course in each of the science areas was as follows:
mathematics (32), social sciences (23), physical sciences
(18), engineering sciences (13), biological sciences (11),
and agricultural sciences (2). A copy of the Instructor
Survey is reproduced in Appendix B.

The ratio of full-time to part-time faculty was about
5 to 1. The science faculty as a whole tended to be an
older group: 60 percent of them had taught in a com-
munity college folq--'more than ten years. Most held

either a master's degree (64 %) or a doctorate (24%).

Most of the instructors with less than a master's degree
were teaching engineering technology courses.

Additional information on institutional factors affect-
ing student participation in science was obtained from
interviews held at each of the nine District Colleges with
the Dean of Instruction, an average of five science
faculty (including science division chairpersons), and
a college counselor. A total of 65 separate interviews
were conducted. Each was 30 to 60 minutes in length.
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Questions asked in these interviews pertained to such
topics as recruitment activities, curriculum innovation,
course retention rates, student use of support services,
and opportunities for faculty development. A copy of
the interview format is provided in Appendix C.

Recruitment of students into science courses. Just

over one-half of the science faculty had tried to recruit
students to their courses in the past two years. Science

instructors were less likely than those teaching other
courses to have taken active steps to recruit students
(55% vs. 64%). Less than 40 percent of the science
faculty had encouraged the counselors to advise students
to take courses in their field (35%), tried to make their
courses relevant to students' occupational interests
(34%), or attempted to advertise their classes on campus
(30%). Only a small percentage of the science faculty
generated interest in their subjects by engaging in such
out-of-class actitivies as advertising their courses at a
local high school (12%), developing extra-curricular
offerings (forum, exhibit, lecture) in their subject area
(20%), or meeting with groups of students in college-
sponsored organizations (e.g., women's resource center,
EOPS) to discuss career opportunities in their field

(14%). The findings of the Instructor Survey also

reveal that only a small percentage of the science faculty
had made a special effort to recruit women or minority
students into their classes. Thus, by their own admis-
sion, nearly half of the instructors had done nothing
about student recruitment, tending instead to wait for
the students to appear

Factors affecting student recruitment. Interviews

with science faculty revealed that most instructors
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assumed that the college's written documents, counselors,
and informal network of student interaction would propel
students towards their courses. The counseling staff was

wed as having primary responsibility for recruiting.
However, counselors at each of the colleges reported

that their recruiting efforts were of a general nature,
without specification to science and mathematics.

Recruitment efforts by science and mathematics depart-
ments were minimal in number, and what efforts were
made to attract students into science courses were

initiated independently by individual faculty members.

Most science instructors indicated that faculty in

their department hed no difficulty in filling their courses
and as such did not see the need to recruit. One Dean

of Instruction recommended that staff development and

training was needed since most faculty are unfamil.ar

with the recruiting process.
Instructor ratings of their students' skills. Instruc-

tors were asked, "How do you rate the abilities of most
of the students in your class?" The response categories

were as follows. (1) most of iy students are able to do
this adequately, (2) most of my students have difficulty
in doing this, and (3) most of my students are unable to
perform this skill adequately. Responses to this question

are presented in Table 14.
The information reported in Table 14 shows that

about half of the instrur co/ s noted that most of their
students were able to do the following activities ....-1e-

quately express themselves when speaking (57%),

summarize major points in class readings (54%), work on
problems or assignments that require arithmetic (50%),
work on laboratory exercises by following a set of written
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Table 14

Science Faculty Ratings of Th'ir Students' Skills
(N.99)

Have Difficulty
In Doing This

Are Able Are Unable To

Most of my students: To Do This Perform ;his
Adequately Adequately

Express themselves when 57 38 5speaking

Summarize major points in class

readings
Work on problems or assignments
that require arithmetic (e.g.,
multiplication, division)
Work on laboratory exercises by
following a set of written
directions
Have the necessary time to
complete course assignments
Understand course reading

assignments
Understand the uses of science-
technical developments and uses

it, society

Spend a concentrated period of
time--two hours or longer- -

studying for this course
Work on a paper or a project in
which students have to put
together ideas from various
parts of the course
Express themselves in writing

Learn on their own, pursuing
ideas, anc, finding needed

information
Work on problems or assignments
that require college algebra,
analytic geometry, or calculus
Identify biases that might have
influenced the findings of a
research report

Work on problems or assignments
that require statistics
(proportions, probabilities)
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49 42 9

48 48 5

47 52 1

40 50 10

35 59 6

32 53 15

23 63 14

20 65 15

18 49 34

15 58 26

9 59 33



directions (491), have the necessary time to complete
course assignments (48$), and understand course reading
assignments (471)) Less than 30 percent of the science
instructors felt that most of their students were able to
perform the following activities adequately: express

themselves in writing (23%); learn on their own, pursue
ideas, and find needed information (20%); identify biases
that might have influenced the findings of a research
report (1513); work on problems or assignments that
require college algebra, analytic geometry, or calculus
(1813), or statistics (913).

These findings show that a high percentage of the
science instructors--over 40 percent--noted that most of
the students in their classes had difficulty or were
unable to perform each of the basic skills considered.
According to the instructors, students were weak in
the very skill areas which the faculty regarded as impor-
tant in terms of students' success in their courses- -

mathematics, writing, understanding course reading

assignments, identifying ,iases in research reports,
independent inquiry, and devoting the necessary time to
preparing for the course.

Student need of -upport services in basic skills.
Science instruct.nrs were asked to indicate the percentage
of their students who could benefit from basic skills

programs provided by the college. The response cate-

gories were as follows 0-25 percent; 26-50 percent;

51-75 percent, and 76-100 percent.
Over one-half of the instructors felt that 50 percent

or more of the students in their classes could benefit
from basic skills courses in reading and writing and in
the sciences Over 40 percent of the science faculty
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noted that most students in their courses could profit

from a basic skills course in mathematics and also frcm
some tutoring in science and mathematics.

Faculty perceptions on why students don't use sup-

port services. Science instructors were asked, "If
students do not use a needed service, why do you think

this is so" The response categories were as follows:

(1) students are not aware of the service; (2) students

do n)t believe they can benefit from the service; (3) stu-

dents are not willing to devote the extra effort, and
(4) students do not find services available at a conven-
ient time Responses to this question are presented in

Table 15.
According to 44 percent of the science faculty, the

reason that most students who are weak in reading and

writing do not take basic skills courses in those areas is
because they are not willing tc devote the extra time or

effort needed tc receive assistance from the services.

Over one-third of the instructors felt that the major

reason students who need to improve their skills in

mathematics or science do not enroll in basic skills

courses offered in these areas is because they are not

willing to devote the extra time or effort to these

services.

An additional 10 to 17 percent of the faculty felt

the major reason students do not take advantage of

needed support programs is that the services are not

available at a convenient time. Thus, the factor of

time--(1) not willing to devote the extra time and

(2) se vices offered at an inconvenient time --was cited

by over 50 percent of the science faculty as the primary

reason students do not take advantage of a support
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Table 15
Reasons Science Faculty Gave
for Why Students Do Not Use

a Needed Support Service

(N =99)

(In percentages)

Not Willing

Support to Spend Time Service Offered at Do Not Not Aware

Services or Effort Inconvenient Time Need Service of Service

Basic skills courses
in Reading and

Writing 44 11 12 9

Basic skills courses
in Math 39 10 12 9

Basic skills courses
in the Sciences 36 10 8 8

Tutoring in Math 34 17 12 15

Tutoring in Science 29 13 12 13

5 ;)
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service designed to improve skills in which they are
deficient.

More diagnostic information on why students do not
take advantage of much needed support programs was
obtained in the inteviews. The observations are sum-
marized as follows:

1. Students simply schedule more activities than
trey can handle. They are employed, have

families, and enroll in several courses for
which they may not be adequately prepared.
Since support services require the expenditure
of additional time, few of these students are
able to use them.

2 Siuoents want credit (transfer credit, better
grades) for what they do, and they feel that
remedial courses and use of support services
are a waste of time.

3 Some students are convinced that they can't do
the work required in math and science courses
and they reason, "Why should I embarrass

myself by asking for assistance when I can

remain anonymous in class?" Students who
feel unable to perform are often reluctant to
admit they need help--particularly when they
are beyond the traditional college age of 18 to
22.

4. Some of the academically underprepared stu-
dents are not sufficiently committed to their
education to take the steps necessary to

Improve their skills.
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Instructional Practices

The findings of this study show that there was
much variation in the educational abilities of students
enrolled in science courses. The consensus among

students and their instructors was that a high percent-
age of students - -in most instances over 50 percent--have
some difficulty in performing activities that require
reading, writinc computing, independent inquiry, and a
commitment of time to complete course assignments. On

the other hand, a sizable number of students enrolled in
the same courses were quite capable of performing these
activities adequately. How then are science faculty
teaching their courses to groups of students whose skills
run the gamut from poor to excellent? This question
becomes eNen more important in light of the finding that
most students with deficiencies in their basic learning
skills do not seek assistance from the programs designed
to strengthen those skills.

Selection of course materials. Just over one-third
of the science faculty noted that their instructional
materials were at a level that was appropriate for the
diverse backgrounds of students taking their courses.
However, 29 percent of them said their instructional
materials were chosen to be similar to those used in

parallel courses at the state collleges and universities.
About 12 percent of the science faculty selected their
course materials so that the presentations would be at
levels that students with limited reading and comprehen-
sion skills could understand.

Organization of course. We asked a question about
the instructional approaches used in science classe.-

(Table 16) and found the overwhelming majority of
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Table 16
Instructional Approaches Used in Science Classes

(N =99)

Percentage

All students study the same material at the same time 71

Self-paced but finish by a specified date 10

Students assigned to study different material according to
their progress in the course 2

Complete self-pacing r

Students assigned to different material according to scores
on a pretest 0

Other 11
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faculty saying that all students study the same material
at the same time (77%). Only ten percent of the science
faculty reported that they used self-paced instruction in
their classes, and just two percent assigned students to
study different material according to their progress in
the course. Complete self-pacing and assignment of
students to different material according to scores on a
pretest were not used in any of the science courses.

Grading practices. More than half of the science
faculty said that students' grades were determined

relative to a fixed performance standard but one-fourth
admitted to grading on a curve. Assigning grades on
the number of objectives mastered was used in nine

percent of the science classes. Many of the remaining
instructors noted that if they based their grades on a
curve, fixed performance standard, or number of objec-
tives mastered, d high percentage of the students would
not pass the course. Therefore, they employed z, com-
bination of grading techniques.

Relatively few of the science instructors based 25
percent or more of their students' grades on workbook
completion (7%), participation in class discussions (6$),
laboratOry exams (13%), research/laboratory reports
(171), regular class attendance (12$), or on the stu-
dents' preparing displays, models, or artwork (2%).

Most used quick score objective tests (69$) and essay
exams (401,) and 20 percent said that written assignments
counted 25 percent or more toward student grades4

Faculty perceptions of why women and minority stu-
dents are underrepresented in science. There was no

concensus among faculty members as to hy women and
minorities tended to be underrepresented in science. In

0
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Table 17
Science Faculty Perceptions on Why Women and Minorities

Are Underrepresented in Science Courses, Programs, and Careers
(N.99)

In percentages
Most students

Reason at this college Women Minorities

Poor background in mathematics 51 29 48

Poor study habits 49 15 36

Limited preparation to comprehend course
material 44 21 40

Poor skills in reading 43 13 38

Inadequate background in the sciences 42 27 44

Lack of knowledge about careers in the
sciences 36 33 39

Difficulty in meeting course requireoents 27 13 29

Limited inclination to think along
scientifIc lines 26 27 27

Lack of interest in the sciences 24 28 31

Science careers are typically closed to
these populations 10 16 17

Faculty advise these students against
pursuing science courses and careers 8 12 11
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fact, the reasons faculty gave for low participation in

science were characteristic of all students at their

college.
The reasons cited by over 35 percent of the faculty

for why most Audents at their college avoid science
courses, programs, and careers were as follows: poor

background in mathematics (51$), poor study habits

(49$), limited preparation to comprehend course material
(44), poor skills in reading (43$), limited background

in the sciences (42$), and lack of knowledge about

careers in the sciences (361).
Recommendations for increasing student success in

science courses. The science instructors were asked

first to indicate which of 16 activities were provided at
their college and then note which of these same activities
they felt should be provided. Instructor responses to

these items are p -en ted in Table 18.
These findings suggest that a high percentage of

the science faculty would like to see their college move
away from developmental education. Over 90 percent of

the science instructors thought there should be an

entrance exam for students wishing to enroll in their

cours4 whereas only about 50 percent felt that their

college should provide special mathematics courses (51$),

study skills classes (54), tutors (32$), and resource
persons (e.g., counselor, faculty member) to assist

students with personal problems (38V.
Most faculty felt that successful women and minority

scientists should be invited to campus to meet with

students. The instructors also recommended that faculty
members from four-year institutions be invited to discuss

their academic programs with community college students.
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Table
Activities Promoted by

Faculty Felt Should

This college provides:

1- Resource persons (e.g., counselor, faculty member)
who are willing to assist students with personal
problems

Tutors to help students who desire extra help in my
course

3- Special mathematics courses to help students succeed
in my course

4- Seminars, programs, or lectures on career
opportunities related to my discipline

5- H.,,n school students with information about programs,
courses, or careers in my field

b- Opportunities for students to meet representatives
from companies that employ people in my field

7- Information about special skills needed to succeed in
my courses

8- Lectures, dem-nstrations, or exhibits (not part of a
course) on some aspect of this discipline

9- An exam for students wishing to enroll in this course

10-Special courses to help students improve their study
skills (notetaking, test taking, writing)

11- Invitations to faculty members from four-year

institutions to discuss their academic programs with
students at this college

12-Counselor who are knowledgeable about offerings and
career opportunities in my field

13-Advertising courses in my area through flyers,
posters, newspaper articles

14-Women who are successful in my field are invited to
campus to meet with students

15-Members of minority groups who are successful in my
field are invited to campus to meet with students



18

College and Activities Science
be Provided at Their College
(N=99)

This college promotes
this activity (%)

This college should provide/
increase this activity (%)

1- 83 38

2- 80 32

3- 79 51

4- 73 63

5- 70 67

6- 69 63

7- 68 48

8- 68 75

9- 66 91

10- 65 51

11- 62 73

12- 62 59

13- 60 76

14- 57 84

15- 49 89
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Other activities which over 7C percent of the science

faculty indicated they would like to have promoted at

their college are lectures, demonstrations, or exhibits
(not part of a course) on some aspect of their field and
advertisement of their courses through flyers, posters,
and newspaper articles.

Attempts to increase retention rates in science and

math courses. Deans of instruction, science faculty,

and counselors who were interviewed were asked to

indicate what was being done at their college to increase
the completion rates in science and math courses. The

most commonly mentioned institutional responses to this

problem were providing support services such as tutor-
ing, basic skills classes, and mathematics labs, and, at a

few colleges, an occasional prompting by the Dean of
Instruction. Although course attrition was perceived as
a major problem, none of the respondents stated that a
formal campus-wide retention program had been instituted

at their college. Nor did any of the persons interviewed
mention retention program designed specifically by or for

a science department. The science faculty noted that
they responded to attrition in their courses in an inclivid-
u?' way and that there was little, if any, administrative

uirection.
Poor academic preparation of students was identified

as the main reason for high attritioi, in science and math

courses. Some faculty members reported that many of
their students had not developed adequate reading levels

in order to do college level work. They noted that
students were reading at the sixth to eighth grade level
when they needed to have attained a minimum of a tenth
grade reading level in order to comprehend any of the
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science texts Along these lines, one Dean of Instruction
wondered if it is possible to have both high standards
and high retention. Another questioned whether it is

possible to have open admissions and high retention,
given the basic skill level of the community college
student.

Faculty development. Since the early 1970s there
has been a steady increase in the percentage of students
entering the community college with weaknesses in basic
skills, especially those needed for success in mathematics
,r-icl science courses College staff members interviewed
were asked to describe the attempts that were being
made at their institutions to help faculty adjust to these
changes in the educational backgrounds of their stu-
dents

The consensus among the deans of instruction,
science faculty, and counselors at most of the District
Colleges was that there were no training programs to
help faculty respond effectively to the changing nature
of students attending their institution. Some faculty did
note that occasionally in-service training opportunities
are made available to them by the District.

The Dean of Instruction at one of the colleges
stated that his institution was the only one in the Dis-
trict to regularly budget money for staff development.
While minimal t$4,000 in 1981), the money was used to
bring in speakers and to organize faculty workshops.
At the suggestion of the faculty, the focus of the pro-
gran has been on the lowered basic skill level of

students The Dean observed that, in general, faculty
are failing in their efturts to work with these students,
and this has made them receptive to new Ideas about
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instruction. The Dean of Instruction at another District
College noted that 1115 institution was given $4,900 to

initiate a modest faculty development program in the Pall

aaof 1981. The staff development programs that were

offered were intended for all faculty. None of those

interviewed cited specific programs designed for those

teaching courses in math or tcience.
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Chapter 5

ANALYSIS OF THE SCIENCE CURRICULUM'

Two factors hat must be taken into account in

evaluating the appropriateness of a community college's
curriculum are students' educational objectives and

abilities. Responses to the Student Survey revealed that
over half of the students attending college at the District
were doing so for one of the following occupational-
related reasons: to prepare for a new career; to gain
new skills necessary for advancement in their career; or
to prepare for immediate employment upon completing
their college program. Twenty-give percent of the

students were attending college to prepare for transfer
to anothe- institution while close to 20 percent were
doing so for general knowledge and personal enrichment.
1 small percentage of the students were interested
primarily in improving their basic 'earning skills.

The educational abilities of District students can be
best described as diverse. Findings from the Student
and instructor Surveys revealed that students were
divided about fifty-.Itty between those who are able and
those who either experience difficulty or are unable to
perform adequately such basic educational skills as

reading, writing, computing, studying, and independent
learning. Given these findings, it seemed useful to

gather information on the extent to which science

courses are being offered for students in each of the
various educational objective and ability groups.

One component of the N...)F-sponsored study of

science education in the Los Angeles Community College
Distric volved an analysis of class schedules for the
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1979-80 academic year to document the number and

variety of courses offered in the District in agriculture,

the biological sciences, engineering sciences and tech-

nologies, mathematics and computer science, the physical

sciences, and the social sciences. Data from this analysis

were gathered to address the questions listed below

1. What percentage of the total curriculum is

devoted to science'?

2 What percentage of the class sections offered

in the sciences were designed for students.

Desiring a general introductory course? In

science-related occupational programs? Major-

ing in an area of science' With weak back-

grounds in areas typically covered in high

school.?

3. What organizational formats are used to present

science courses (e.g., lectures, laboratories,

self-paced )7

Method. Catalogs for the academic year 1979-80

and class schedules for Fall 1979 and Spring 1980 were

obtained from each of the nine District Colleges. The

college catalogs were consulted in order to obtain descrip-

tions of the courses in terms of their prerequisites,

contents, and students served. The class schedules

were examined to gain a more accurate count of what

courses were being offered than could have been ascer-

tained from the college catalogs alone.

Information for this study was obtained by counting

all science class sections in the nine District College

class schedules for Fall 1979 and Spring 1980 for each of

the science disciplines. All courses appearing in the

class schedules were placed into one of four categories
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on the basis of their content and intended audience
(e.g., major field, educational background of students in
that area). Descriptions of the four course orientation
categories are presented below.

General introductory courses. The courses included
in this category are designed to introduce students to
subject areas in science. These courses may be taken
to fulfill a general education requirement and are not
intended for students in science programs. Courses in
this category differ from those designed for science

majors in the following respects: (1) they are not
prerequisites for any other course; (2) practical appli-
cations are stressed more than theory; and (3) the
college's curriculum includes a more intensive course in
the same area.

Courses for science majors. These courses are

designed to satisfy lower division science requirements

for students in science programs. The introductory
courses are for introducing sci.wice majors to scientific

principles and concepts and are prerequisites for more
advanced courses. Those courses specifically designed
for science majors are designated by an introductory
science prerequisite and they treat subject matter in

depth.
Courses for students in science-related occupational

programs. Courses in this category are aesigned for
students intending to complete programs in science-related
occupational and technology programs Major scientific
principles related to an occupational field as well as

sciertific terminology are introduced.
Preparatory courses. This category consists of

courses to prepare students for introductory college-level
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courses in science. They are designed for students with
inadequate backgrounds in some area of science. These

courses provide students with the knowledge and skills

needed in the introductory college-level science courses.

Results

What percentage of the total cur`hculum is devoted

to science' Nearly one-fourth (24$) of the class sections

offered in the Distrie_t in 1979-80 were in the sciences.
A greater proportion of the curriculum was devoted to
science at the predominantly White suburban District
colleges than at the urban campuses with high minority
enrollments

What percentage of the classes offered in science

was designed for students desiring a general introduc-

tory course" Overall, 48 percent of the class sections in
the sciences were presented as a general introduction to

a discipline. The proportion of class sections offered as

general introductory courses in each of the areas of
science was as follows: social science (751,), physical

science (60$), mathematics and computer science (37%),

biological science (341,), agricultural science (111), and

engineering science and technology (31,).

What percentage of classes offered in the sciences

was designed for students in science-related occupational

programs' The proportion of the class sections in the
sciences that was intended for students in science-related

occupational programs ranged from a high of 97 percent

in engineering to 66 percent in agriculture t..., less than

20 percent of the offerings in the biological sciences

(171,), mathematics (12$), and the physical sciences

(101) None of the social science courses was designed
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specifically for students intending to complete programs
in science-related programs.

What percentage of class sections offered in the sci-
ences was designed for stodents majoring in an area of
science' Nineteen percent of the class sections in the
sciences were intended for science majors. The propor-
tion of class sections designed for science majors ranged
from a high of 50 percent in the biological sciences to 25
percent in the social and agricultural sciences to less
than 20 percent in the physical science (18%) and
mathematics (8%).

What percentage of the class sections offered in
science was designed for students with weak backgrounds
in areas typically covered in high school? Just over 43%
of the class sections in mathematics were designed for
students with weak backgrounds ,n areas of mathematics
typically covered in high school. The only other science
area which offered developmental courses was the phys-
ical sciences where 13 percent of the class sections were
geared for students needing preparation in the physical
sciences before entering the introductory courses.

Summary, As shown in Table 19, close to 50 per-
cent of all class sections in the sciences were designed
as general int oductory courses. Courses intended for
students majoring it the sciences and courses developed
for students intending to complete programs in science-
related occupational programs each accounted for 19 per-
cent of the class sections in science. Of the science
offerings 14 percent were designed for students needing
preparation in the sciences before entering introductory
courses in which a fundamental background in science

was assumed
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Table 19

Percentage of Science Class Sections
Offered for Different Groups of Students

Area of Science

Orientation of Course
Scien,ce

Majors

Science-Related
Occupational

Programs Preparatory
General Introduction/
Non-Science Students

Social Sciences 75 25 0 0

Physical Sciences 60 18 10 13

Mathematics 37 8 12 43

Biological Sciences 34 50 17 0

Agricultural Sciences 11 24 66 0

Engineering Sciences 3 0 97 0

All Science Areas 48 19 19 14



What organizational formats are used to present sci-
ence courses' Sixty-eight percent of all science class
sections offered in the District were presented through a
lecture section format. A combination lecture-laboratory
section was used for 24 percent of the class sections.
Other course formats were: laboratory section only, six
percent, independent study, two percent; and television,
videotape, or self-paced courses offered in a learning
center, less than one percent.

What factors affect the development of innova-
tive curricula' When asked about innovative curricula in
science and mathematics, persons interviewed at each of
the colleges cited one or more programs that have been
developed to assist students -- especially those who were
weak in their basic skills. These included beginning
courses in biology and chemistry to introduce the stu-
dent to scientific terminology, math anxiety workshops,
auto tutorial programs in the sciences, computer-assisted
instruction, and modularized courses lasting from four to
six weeks, in which students are permitted to enter at
any time during the year. However, with a number of
notable exceptions, there was not much effort being
made to develop innovative science curricula and courses
designed to accommodate students in the various edu-
cational objectives and ability groups attending the

community college.

Many of those interviewed expressed the need to
develop innovative curricula, but in the next sentence
noted that such changes would be difficult to carry out
in the face of budget cutbacks. One Dean of Instruction
characterized this period of tight budgets as a "poor
season for innovation " Some felt7t44at the benefits of
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any innovative program seemed to diminish over time.
Others were not convinced that innovative curricula were
effective in increasing student learning. They felt that
what students learn is determine/1 by the amount of

effort they put into their studies and "there is no

substitute for hard work "
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Chapter 6
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A number of conclusions can be drawn from this
study. They will be discussed with respect to the
following topics. recruitment activities, curriculum,
course attrition, and support services. Recommendations

on how community college managers can increase student
participation in science will also include the subjects of
faculty development and the monitoring of student
progress.

Recruitment activities. The majority of students in
the sample reported that they had not received encour-
agement to enroll in science courses at either the h;gh
school or college level. Much of the staff efforts that
were made to encourage students to consider science
programs were directed towards those who had exhibited
a high degree of interest in science.

As for the faculty, recruiting women and minority
students seem not to have been among their most press-
ing concerns. Relatively few of the science instructors
saw a need for restructuring what they were doing to
accommodate these special student groups. Actually,
recruiting any students to science seemed of little imp,Tt
to the faculty. By self report, only one in eight
instructors had even gone into a high school seeking
students, talking about science classes with the high
school teachers, or discussing the possibilities of science
education for incoming students.

Curriculum. The science instructors were realistic.
They were aware of the various reasons students have
for attending college, and they were especially aware of
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their students' education& abilities. Science instructors

and their students agreed that about half of the students

have some difficulty or are unable to perform adequately

activities that require the use of basic learning skills

which both groups identified as important for success in

their science courses. Yet, in spite of this awareness,

the diversity of student educational objectives and abil-

ities were not reflected in the types of science courses

offered or in the manner in which they were taught.
There was a near absence of courses in the agri-

cultural. biological, engineering, physical, and social

sciences designed especially for students who needed

some assistance with their reading, writing, mathematics,

science, andior study skills. Thus students who v.ere

weak in one or more of these ability areas and who

wished to take a science course would have no choice

but to enroll in one for which they were not adequately

prepared A consequence of this practice was that

students in most of the science classes were divided

about fifty-fifty between those who were able and those

who experienced difficulty or were unable to perform

activities that the instructors noted were important for

success in their courses.
A number of the science instructors noted that by

being asked to provide instruction to groups of students

whose reading, writing, computational, and study skills

ran the gamut from poor to excellent placed them in a

situation where neither they nor their students have

much opportunity to succeed. This concern is not

limited to faculty in the Los Angeles Community College

District. Results of nationwide surveys (Cohen and

Brawer, 1977, Brawer and Friedlander, 1979; Cohen and
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Friedlander, 1980) of instructors teaching courses in the
humanities, sciences, and social sciences showed that
over half of the faculty said their courses could be made
better if they had "students who were better prepared
to handle course requirements." Over one-fourth of the
instructors noted that their courses could be made better
if there were "stricter prerequisites for admission to

classes."

Not only is the practice of permitting students to
enroll in a science course regardless of their academic

abilities or likelihood for success in that course under-
mining the instructor's ability to effectively conduct the
class, but it is also having an adverse effect on the
studentsespecially those with weak academic back-

grounds and those who plan to transfer to four-year
colleges and universities. Results of the transcript
analyses showed that students in the District completed
about ; one-half of the science and mathematics courses in
which ',they enrolled. These high course attrition rates
are not limited to the District or, for that matter, to the
sciences. Studies show that course attrition rates in

many community colleges across the country are often as
NO as 30 percent to 50 percent and that much of their
attrition is a consequence of student difficulty in keeping
up with the course (Friedlander, 1981).

As for transfer students, Russell and Perez (1980)
explained the high attrition rate among community college
transfers to UCLA--many of whom were from the District
--as being primarily associated with academic difficulties.
The attrition was especially high in the physical sciences,

mathematics, and enginP- -ing courses. In separate

studies conducted at the University of Illinois (Anderson,
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1977) and at UCLA (Menke, 1980), he average GPA of
the community college transfer students was found to be
lower than that of the students who began their post-
secondary education at the universities. Transfers to
the physical sciences, mathematics, and engineering

courses were found to have the most difficulty, and

transfers n those fields often changed their majors

(Cohen and Brawer, 1982) Such findings are typically
attributed to the increase in the number of students with
deficiencies in basic academic skills who enter community
college transfer courses This in turn has forced many
of the community college science faculty to lower the

level at which their courses are presented.
Over 50 percent of the students in the sample were

attending college to prepare for or advance in a career.
An additional 19 percent were attending classes for

personal interest n spite of these figures, only a

small percentage of the courses ii) the biological, phys-
ical, arid social sciences were designed especially for

these groups of students On the other hand, nearly all
the course offerings in the engineering sciences and
technologies were intended for students who were major-
ing in those areas These findings indicate that the
science curriculum as it is now presented is not likely to
appeal to the majority of students attending college in

the District. A similar conclusion was reached in a

nationwide study of the science and social science curric-
ulum in the community college (Brawer and Friedlander,
1979; Friedlander, 1979).

Course attrition. Students in the Los Angeles Com-
munity College District completed 52 percent of the science

courses in which they enrolled. Course completion rates
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ranged from a high of 72 percent in agricultural sciences
to a low of 48 percent in mathematics and computer sci-
ence. Nearly half of the students attempted no science
courses, of those who did, 45 percent received an

unsatisfactory grade (D or F) or failed to complete the
first science course in which they enrolled; students who
earned a grade of A, B, or C in their first science
course were much more likely to enroll ii and complete
additional science courses than those with grades of D,
F, or W; stuoerts who withdrew from their first science
course were likely to withdraw from most of their other
science course; and the grade students received in
their initial science course was a good indicator of the
grades they earned in subsequent science courses.
Results obtained in this study as well as in others
clearly demonstrate that a high percentage of students
do poorly in introductory science courses and that
grades in the first science course are strongly associated
with enrollment, completion, and success in future
science courses

Attainment of such educational objectives as an

associate degree, occupational certificate, and preparation
for a career in science, technology, or engineering are
often contingent upon students successfully completing
two or
Of the
do not

more courses in science (including mathematics)..
extraordinarily high percentage of students who
successfully complete their first science course,

there are likely to be many who reassess their educa-
tional goals in an effort to avoid taking additional
courses in science. To the extent that this occurs. the
introductory science courses may actually serve to inhibit
rather _han promote attainment of two basic goals of
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community college science education programsincreasing

students' understanding of scientific and technical devel-

opments and their ap' ',cations in society, and heightening

students' awareness and interest in career opportunities

in science-related fields.
Poor academic preparat-on of the students -- especially

in the areas of reading, writing, and studying--were

identified by those interviewed as the primary reason for

the high attrition rates in science courses. Faculty

seemed to accept high rates of attrition as a fact f

urban community college life, and several noted that

they prepared for it by oversubscribing their courses.
Although some faculty employed a variety of methods to

increase student retention in their courses, there was a

near absence of formally organized efforts to do so at

the department, college, or District levels Few of the

science faculty knew what happened to students who

dropped out of their classes. Most assumed that these

individuals either enrolled in a lower-level course in

their field, sought assistance from a college support

program to strengthen a basic skill in which thei were

deficient, or came to the realization that they lacked

the abilities and/or interest needed for success in the

sciences

Support services. The primary approach used by

the science faculty to respond to the large numbers of

students experiencing difficulty in their classes was to

recommend that they seek assistance from one or more of

the college's support programs. Tutors, individualized

instructional programs available in the learning center,

mathematics and learning skills laboratories, developmental

courses, and counselors we.-e all readily accessible to
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students. Most of the faculty members relied on student
initiative to ...ek assistance from the appropriate college
resources

Despite these (forts to provide students with the
support programs and assistance they need to succeed in
their courses, Deily a small percentage of the students
who could profit most from the assistance provided tuok
advantage of these programs. The factors of time--not
willing to devote the extra time or effort needed to
receive -_sistance and services offered at an inconvenient
timewere cited by a high percentage of students and
their instructors as the primary reasons they did not
take advantage of a support program from which they
could benefit. Since the necessary remediation needed
to assist students experiencing difficulty with their work
was not typically provided as part of the in-classinstruc-
tion, the decision not to seek much needed help was
often associated with high course attrition rates, lowered
career expectations, and low rates of program completion.

Recommendations. Several suggestions can be made
for increasing participation in the sciences by women and
minorities. First, recruitment efforts need to be expanded
at both the high school and college levels. Furthermore,

tnese efforts need to be directee towards the full range
of students--from those wt- lave not done well in science
or mathematics in high school to those who have shown a
high aptitude and interest in those areas. A number of
promising recruitment activities have been implemented
by District faculty and counselors. The, ,? have included:

going to local high schools to discuss science programs
and careers with counselors and students, advertising
courses through announcements in newspapers, posters,
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and on the radio and; inviting women and minority

scientists to the campuses to talk about their careers.

Attempts to generate interest in the sciences also took

place in such off-campus locations as prisons, hospitals,

county affirmative action centers, government agencies,

department stores, industry, and union halls. However,

for the most part, these rect uitment activities were

carried out by counselors acting on behalf of the entire

college in order to be effective, these recruitment

activities need to be organized and carried out at the

level of the science department. Recruitment efforts

should involve counselors and science instructors in both

the high school and the community college, members of

professional science associations, employers, and repre-

sentatives of civic organizations.
With respe-J to curriculum, science faculty need to

design distinctive courses which accurately reflect the

range of their students' educational objectives and abil-

ities To achieve this objective, science faculty will

need to identify the aspects of their subjects that

students in each of the colleges' constituency groups

(transfer, occupational, personal interest) would find

valuable and then determine the level at which the

courses should be presented. Targeting courses to

specific groups should help alleviate many of the prob-

lems associated with having students of greatly varied

abilities and interests in the same class.

Several options are available to community college

educators for increasing course retention rates in the

sciences while at the same time maintaining high academic

standards. The first involves defining exactly tne

competencies required to enter and succeed in each
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science course Only students who possess the neces-
sary competencies to succeed in the course would be
permitted to enroll; those who did not would be directed
to an appropriate program to strengthen the skills in
which they were deficient. A major drawback of this
approach is that the pool of well-qualified students ,s
small A large percentage of students, especially women
and minorities, would be segregated into remedial
programs.

A second option is to allow all students to enroll in
any introductory science course but to limit the number
of courses that the poorly prepared students can take in
any term and mandate that those students take advantage
of the available support services. Under this approach
the students might take only one science or mathematics
course at a time and paticipate in tutorial and learning
laboratory sessions on the basis of three hours for each
credit hour attempted (Cohen ard Brewer, 1982).

A third option is to integrate remediation into
cullege-level ;cience courses. Reperts published in the
journal literature and the ERIC files show that it is quite
possible to teach functional literacy in college-level
courses (Barshis 1979; Chausow, 1979). Many of these
efforts involve presenting basic skills to steclents as
part of their regular courses, as by incorporating read-
ing skills into an introductory biology course, requiring
students in a college-level course to complete learning
modules on particular skills in a learning center as part
of their assigned work (Maxwel' 1980), or by offering
adjunct skills courses that parallel the work in 3 given
subject and locus on the skills needed throughout
the term (Bergman, 1977, Maxwell, 1980). In such an
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arrangement the skills instructor would use the actual

texts, class lectures, and tests from the content course

as the study skills course materials.

Many of the science instructors noted that they

were finding it very difficult, if not impossible, to

maintain quality instruction when a number of students

lack proficiency in basic skills In addition, many

instructors did not feel they had the proper training

needed to,Aeach students who are academically underpre-

pared. In order to respond effectively to the changing

backgrounds, educational objectives, and abilities of

students attending the urban community college they will

need training and assistance. College administrators

need to expand their efforts greatly in order to help

science faculty develop effective strategies for recruit-

ment, advisement,

instruction.
A final recommendation to be made concerns the

need to monitor students who express an interest in sci-

ence. A large percentage of the students who expressed

Interest in pursuing a science career had not completed

courses needed to achieve their objectives. Much of this

discrepancy was due to student difficulty in completing

basic mathematics and science courses. A system of

monitoring student progress in their science programs

would enable . iculty to identify students experiencing

difficulty in their courses and then to provide the neces-

sary assistance to overcome the problem. The provision

of faculty attention and support should greatly increase

the number of students who complete science-related

programs.

course development, and delivery of
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In conclusion, some of the especially tailored,
highly publicized programs to recruit and retain women
and minority students in science courses have has
dramatic results with a few students. But, in the main,
most community college students find faculty in class-
rooms trying to get them to learn science and mathe-
matics in traditional ways. Few students take advantage
of the special support services that are provided. Most
seem destined to get what instruction in and encourage-
ment toward science they will receive from their classroom
teachers (Cohen, 1981). For a growing number of urban
community college students these traditional methods of
instruction are not effective in high school nor do they
appear to be effective in college. A variety of effective
strategies are available for presenting science education
to the cuversity of students attending urban community
colleges. They now need to be implemented.
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LOS ANGELES COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT

AND

CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF COMMUNITY COLLEGES

STUDENT SURVEY

Dear Student

This survey part of a study sponsored by the Nations! Science Foundation is designed to determine
how well community colleges serve their students The information it will provide is confidential
Your identity will not be revealed in any way The Survey information will not become part of your
college record However it will help in planning programs and in designing courses that are mean-
ingf,ii to students whO like you are enrolled in Community colleges

Please complete this survey as accurately as possible according to the directions given 'or the
various ,tems Thank you very much for participating in this important project



DIRECTIONS. Your responses will be read by an optical mark reader It is mportant that you follow a few

simple rules

Use only a number 2 lead pencil (not ballpoint or ink pen)

Make heavy black marks that MI the oval

Erase cleanly any response you wish to Change

Make no stray markings of any kind

EXAMPLE: Will marks made with ballpoint or felt tip pens oe properly read/

Yes
Mr No

1 Your instructor will WM you the survey number for 1114 claws. Please fill
in the appropriate ovals to Indicate that number

2.

1

Are you. S

0 Male
0 Female

Now old we you?

= 18 or younger
19 22

:_-_n 23 29
,--, 30 39

0 40 59

Approximately what was your average grade
in high school/ In college/

High School College0 A 00 A- CD
..., 13+ CD0 13 CD
...7-__, 8- CD
CD C. CD0 C CD0 C- or 'ower CD0 No GPA established CD

60 or older

6 In this academic term, how many hours per

4 What rs your racial/ethnic background? week, on the average, are you employod for
Pay?

American inthanAlaskan
Asian Pacific Islander Filipino None

Black Afro-American 0 1- 10 hours
Chicano , 11 - 2C hours

Other Hispanic 21 30 hours

nhite Caucasian 31 - 40 nours

Other Over 40 hours
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7 Al this or any other college, Now many units 8. For how many units are you enroll ,1 this
hew you completed? semester?O
0 1 -3O 4 15O 16
c= 31 60
=--y Over 60

11 or fewer
=./ 12 Jr more

In the columns below. please mark the number of courses that you haw completed in each area In high
school and In college. Next, please mark the average grads you received in thew courses.

Biology

Arithmetic

Geometry

Algebra

Trigonometry Calculus

Statistics

Computer Science

Chemistry

Engineering, Engineering
Technology

High School College
No Of Cower Avon*, Grade No of C .moos Avompo Wads

if if
2 3 ' 2 3 ,o4. A BC..)(`,C=DC=X=)=)CDC:D(1.::==========

000 C2X=D=(= Cir.7)== f=1:=CDCDC=00
00000ioOC.oOr0000=CDoo 00
oc====loc=cnoc_-a=c7Doc:Doc_----cpcpcDo
0=00 0;0000
C0C=iC:D=0000

C:==D=C=D400

000 0100 c_.=

-MOCDCMC:Dic=)0000
CDC,===>CDCDCDC=i

)0100000
i=f=C=CD0000

Ot___)00C_DC=)000(HOC=2, 0000000
Physics =-)c-DriC=01=C:=(_(=E1i0i,==0,0CDOCD=
Anthropology-Psychology

Sociology CDCDOil=30=0=CDfl==0Ci=)=0000
Economics CDOCD0=40=0=c=fc====1(".7% -.7-,1-DCD= I
Astronomy/Earth Science/

Geology /(geography 0000C-22+ t

10 Which of the following have you completed?
(Mark all that apply)

= Some high school
C:::D High school diploma
= Some community college no degree

Community college degree IA A ASi
= Occupational certificate at a community

college
= Some four-year college university

(no degree)
C.7..7 Four-year college/university degree
i= Some graduate school

Graduate degree

11 What Is the highest academic degree you
expect to oltain?

O Certiricate in an occupational area but
no degree

r= Associate (A A A S ( or equivalent
Bachelor s (B A BS)

C7D Master s IM A MS)
Doctorate or professional (Ph D Ed D

MD LLD)
Undecided

7=D Not interested in degree
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IL. What is the printery meson that you are
attending coil. (Mark one only)

O To prepare for immediate employment
upon completing my college programO To prepare for a new career

c=) To gain new skills necessary for
advancement in my career

C:D To prepare for transfer to another
institution

0 To increase my general knowledge and
level of education

To develop basic learning skills (for
example English, reading, mathl

0 I had nothing better to do
0 I am not sure why
0 Family pressure to attend college

13 What is your most important reason for taking
THIS course? (Mark one only)

It fulfills a general education or breadth
requirement

O It is required for my major
O PerSonal interest,seif-enrichment
0 To acquire or improve occupational

skills
O Develop basic learnrig skills (for

example English reading, math)
0 As an elective

How confident are you in your ability to do each of the following activities? How Important are *Ise
Whit's. In determining whether a parson can successfully complete this course?

(I

ConhOsneo In
Your Alley

4-e

el
e

flooded To Succeed
In This Course

-

6'43'

a Summarizing major points in class readings
b Spending a concentrated period of timetwo hours

or longerstudying for this course .

c Having the necessary time to complete course
assignments

d Working on laboratory exercises by following a
set of written directions

e Working on a paper or a protect in which I have
to put together various parts of the course

CD

0
CD

O
CD

CD

rJ

0
CC)

0

0
0
0
O
CD-

0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

Identifying biases that might have influenced
the findings of a research report O O O 0 0 0

g Expressing myself when speaking O CD O CD 0 0
h Expressing myself in wnting O CD CD O 0 0

Solving problems that require arithmetic (e g
multiplication division) CD CD 0 0 0 0

Solving problems that require college algebra
k Solving problems that require statistics

(proportions probabilities)

CD

O
CD

C

CD CD

0
0
0

0
0

I Solving problems that require analytic geometry
or calculus

m Learning on my own, pursuing ideas, and finding
needed information

O
CD

CD

CD

0
0

O
0

0
c CJ

n Understanding course reading assignments
o Understanding science and technical develop-

ments and their uses in society

CD

O
0
C=

0
O

I

I

L....,

O
CC:,

(0.i

0
CC)



15. listed below are a number of career areas. In the first column please indicate whether or not you think
you could succeed in that field. If you do not think you could do well in a particular career area, in the
next coulmn Owns hiclicaW why not

a

carver Al..

Health professional (dietitian or home
economist lab technician or hygienist
therapist-physical, occupational speech,
nurse) 0 CD

It Yoe Answered Not Successful.
/hare Check All Thal WOW?

0 0 CD 0

Why Not?

b

c

Doctor (dentist, physician, veterinarian)
Business (accountant executive owner or

proprietor salesperson or buyer real

0 0 0 0 0 0 0
estatei 0 CD 0 0 0 0 0

d
e

Secretary
Computer programmer mathematician/

0 CD CD CD 0 CD 0
statistician 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

f

g
Engineer /architect
Elementary or secondary school educator

0 0 CD CD 0 CD CD

(teacher school counselor,
administrator) 0 0 0 0 CD 0

h College teacher or educator 0 CD 0 0 0 0 CD
1 Farmer/forester (conservationist or

forester farmer or rancher agriculture
specialist) CD CD 0 CD 0 0 0

I

k

Research scientist
Artist (actor, or entertainer, artist, interior

decorator-designer, musician wnter or

0 0 0 0 0 0
journalist) 0 CD 0 CD 0 CD CD

I Social scientist (psychologist, economist,
social welfare or recreation worker) O cD 0 0 CD 0 0

m
n

Lawyer
Skilled trades (automotive, building,

drafting electrical printing etc )

0
0

0
0

CD

O
CD

0
0
0

0
CD

CD

0
1. Are you attending college to prepare for or advance In any of the career areas Haled in question 15? If so,

please mark the appropriate ovals below:

CD Health professional

O Doctor

0 Business

O Secretary

0 Computer programmer,
mathematician statistician

O Engineer arChitect

= Elementary or secondary
SCh001 educator
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0 College teacher or ed Jcator

0 Farmer/forester

0 Research scientist

CD Artist

0 Social scientist

CD Lawyer

O Skilled trades



How can more students be attracted to science caucus and science careers? In the first column piesse

Indicate how important 411 Beth of the following would be In encouraging students to enroll In science
courses. In the next column. indicate whether or not you already make useof this information or service.

I thready Oath this
theorstAlos or

mad use of this
fservice

C v. Yu

a Having more information about careers in science 0 0 CD CD O CD
b Having more information about skillS needed to

Succeed in science CD CD C=.

c Knowing that there are special financial grants
for students interested in science 0 0 0 O 0 CD

d Havitg infurmation on how science courses can
help me solve practical everyday problems 0 CD 0 CD 0

e Haying information on how math courses can
help me solve practical everyday problems 0 O O C-D 0

f Having special mathematics courses to help me
develop skills needed to succeed in Scien^e (0 O O 0 CD CD

g Knowing that tutors are available in science
courses to help me with academic problems CD 0 0 0 0 CD

h Having special courses to help'me improve my
Study Skills In otetaking, testl4,king, writing) 0 0 CD CD

i Having information on what bifirses I should
take to prepare for a career in a science-
related field , CD 0 0 O CD

Having special remedial science cowseS
available CD CD CD CD O C.-1

k Having information about women minorities
and,or the handicapped who are working in
the sciences c.0 0 O O O CD

I Being able to talk with women minorities
and or the handicapped who are working in
the sciences O izL) D



la, Have you come in contact with or have you participated in any of these activities? (Please respond to
each item )

a I have seen announcements (flyers posters newspaper articles, advertising
science classes on tms campus

I hake received materials ipamphiels flyers etc I that were designed to interest
mein science courses and science careers 0

c I spoke to a counselor about mathematics and science programs at tnis college CD
d A counselor or faculty member at this college encouraged me to take a

mathematics course =,
e A counselor or faculty member at this college encouraged me to take a

science course 0
f I discussed career opportuniPes in science with a faculty member or Counselor 0 0
g I met a representative from a company that empluys scientists at a college-

sponsored career day
h I attended a seminar program or lecture on career opportunities available ,n

tha sciences CD
attended a lecture demonstration or exhibit (not part of a course) on some
aspect of Science 0

, I nave seen announcements on this campus (posters fiyers, newspaper articles)
advertising a special program club lecture or exhibit on so.' aspect of
science O 0

k I was asked to take an exam testing my science math skills before enrolling in a
science or math course r=

I A counselor faculty member or college recrJiter told me about the science
programs available at a four-year college or university 0 0

m Someone in my high School (counselor teacher college recruiter) told me about
the science programs and courses at this college 0 0

n Somecne in my high school (counselor teacher college recruiter) told ma about
Career opportunities available in the sciences 0 0

Which of the following services hat.: you used at this college? :1 you have not used a service, why not?
Mease mark each itern in the appropriate column

a Academic counseling
b Assistance with reading skills
c Assistance with study and or test

taking techniques
d Assistance with writing skills
e Basic skillS courses (reading writing)

Career counseling
g Child care facilities
h Faculty advising

Financial aid
Personal counseling

k Remedial developmental math courses
I Remedial developmental science

courses
in Services tor handicapped students
n Tutoring .n math
o Tutoring in science
p ',rodent organizations
q Women s resource enter
r InclonclualizeG instruction

I hays ussti
this since if you haw not used servics-ishy,

,
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Appendix B
INSTRUCTOR SURVEY



LOS ANGELES COMMUNITY COLLEGE DISTRICT AND
THE CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF COMMUNITY COLLEGES

INSTRUCTOR SURVEY
Dear Faculty Member

This surses, part of a study sponsored by the National Science Foundation, is designed to determine
why wome. , minorities, and the handicapped are generally underrepresented in courses, programs, and
careers in the sciences Whether or not you are teaching in the sciences, you hose information about
students and courses that is valuable to this protect Therefore we would appreciate your participation
Would you please complete this questionnaire and return it to the protect representative at the end of this
class period'' Your responses will be kept anonymous, but we do need to know where the data came from
and that is why each questionnaire has a number

Thank sou sers much

1 Course Identification Number 7 How many years have you taught at any
community college'

2. Are you. a Less than I sear
Male Female b 1-2 years

3-4 years
3. What is your racial/ ethnic background? d 5-10 years

a American Indian Alaskan c 11-20 years
b Black Afro-American I Oser 20 years
c Chicano

8 If transportation and distance were not factors,d Other Hispanic
at wIdch college an the district would you moste Asian Pacific Islander
prefer to teach?Filipino
a Eastf White Caucasian
b Harborg Other (Specify)
c LACC

4 What is the highest degree you hold? d Mission
a Technical certificate Pierce

b Associate degree I Southwest
gc Bachelor's I rade tech

d Master's n galley
i Weste Doctorate

9 What is the primary reason that most of your
S. Do you have any of the following handicaps? students are taking this course'

Mark those that apply a It fulfills a general education
a None or breadth requirement
b Hearing Is It is required for the student s
c Visual Mdp/r
d Speech c Personal interest self-

Orthopedic enrichment

6. Are you
a Full-time facults member c Develop basic learning skills
b Part-time faculty member for example English reading,
c Departmcot or division math)

chairperson As an elcctise

d I o acquit.- or =prose occupa-
wine! skills

9



lk. Have you tried to recruit students to your courses in the past two years?

Yes No

lab If yes, what have you done to recruit more students to your courses? Please check all

items that apply.

a Advertised my classes on campus

b Encouraged counselors to advise students to take more 'ourses in my field

c Went Into the local high schools to arisen's, courses in my discipline

d Changed the format or content of my ccurse(s) to attract more women

and minority students

e Tried to make my course relevant to students' occupational Interests

f Developed and'or presented an extra-curricular offering in my subject

area (fe,,um, exhibit, lecture)

g Met with groups of students in college-sponsored organizations

le g. women's resource center, Spanish club, EOPS) to discuss career

opportunities in my field

l Developed special instructional strategies for teaching handicapped

students

Obtained information about career opportunities for handicapped

students in fields related to my discipline

.1

Obtained information about career opportunities for .omen students

in fields related to my discplin

k Obtained information about career opportunities for minor:rt students

in fields related to my d'sciplin-

I Other (please speeds'



11. how important are these activities In terms of students' success in this course? Please indicate how
you would rate most students in this class in their ability to do each of the following.

Holt ...morning a tha
activity in this class' Most of my students

a Summarize major points in class
readings

b Spend a concentrated period of time-
two hours or longer -studying
or this course

c Have the necessary time to complete
course assignments

d Work on laboratory exercises by
following a set of wntten directions

e Work on a paper or a project in
which students have to put together
ideas from vanous parts of the course

f Identify biases that might have
Influenced the findings of a research
report

g Express themselves when speaking

h Express themselves in writing _
i Work on problems or assignments that

require college algebra, analytic
geometry, or calculus

Work on problems or assignments that
require arithmetic (e g, multiplication,
division)

k Work on problems or assignments that
require statistics (proportions.
probabilities)

I Learn on their own, pursuing ideas,
and finding needed informati_ i

m Understand course reading assignments

n Understand the uses of science technical
deselopments and uses in society

41 1,4 i iiiii :i 'ii
cz

i7 .514
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12. What percentage of your students could benefit from each of the special services listed below?
Would you recommend it to your stwonts? If students do not use a needed service, why do you
think this is so?

a Academic counseling

b Career counseling

c Basic skills courses in
reading and wnting

d Basic skills courses in
math

e Basic skills courses in th
sciences

f Tutonng in math

g. Tutonng in science
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13. On what barb were the primary instructional materials (e.g.. textbook, laboratory martial) for this
course selected?

a Materials are similar to those used in parallel c Materals are presented at a level that is appro-
courses at state colleges and universities prate for the diverse backgrouad of students

b Presentations are at levels that students with taking this course

limited reading and comprehension skills can d Other
understand POMOr todoou

14. Which of the following instructional approaches do you use in this class?

a All students study the same matenal at the same 'me

b Complete self-pacing

c Self-paced but finish by specific date

d Students assigned to diffelltnt material according to scores on a pretest

e Students assigned to stud). different material according to their
progress in the course



IS. How are stui..nts' grades determined in this class?

a On a curve
b Relative to a fixed performance standard

c Number of objectives mastered

a Other (Please indicate)

16. Please indicate the emphasis given to each of the following student activities in this class.

a Wntten paper assignments

b Quick-score/ objective tests exams

c Essay tests, exams

d Workbook completion

e Regular class attendance

f Participation in class discussions

g Research, laboratory reports

h Displays, models, art work etc
1 Laboratory exams
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17. In this course bow such emphasis is given to student achievement of the following goals? (Check
one box for each item)

a Mastery of a skill

b Acquaintance with concepts of the discipline

c Recall of specific information

d Understand the significance of certain work, events,
phenomena, and experiments

c Ability to synthesize course content

f Relationship of concepts to student's own values

g Increased literacy in the field

1$. Nationwide. women. members of ethnic minorities, and the handicapped tend to be underreore-
seated in science courses, programs, and careers. Why do you think this n so? Please check all that

apply.

I
a. Science careers are typically closed to these

popLations

b Faculty advise these students against pursuing
science courses and careers

c Limited irrigation to think along scientific lines

d Inadequate background in the sciences

e Lack of irterest in the sciences

f Lack of knowledge about careers in the sciences

g Physical barriers

h Poor background in mathematics

i Limited preparation to comprehend course material

Poor skills in reading

k Poor study habits

I Difficult!, in meeting course re luirements

1 q



I9. Which of the following activities are promoted by this college? Which activities do you think the
college should provide and/or increase? Please clue: all responses that apply.

Tip map 1 nag.
wrote. di Aril'.

POMP, OPP/ Imam
ur POMP,

This college provides

a Information about special skills needed to succeed in my
courses

b Special mathematics courses to help studitnts succeed in
my classes

c Tutors to help students who desire extra help in my course

d Special courses to help students Improve their study skills
(notetaking, test taking, wnting)

e Lectures, demonstrations, or exhibits (not part of a course)
on some aspect of this discipline

f. Advertising courses in my area through flyers, posters,
newspaper articles

g Resource persons (e g counselor, faculty member) who are
willing to assist students with personal problems

h Opportunities for students to meet representatives from
companies that employ people in my field

Seminars, programs, or lectures on career opportunities
related to my discipline

j Invitations to faculty members from four-year institutions
to discuss their academic programs with students at
this college

k High school students with information about programs,
courses, or careers in my field

I Ai, exam for students wishing to ynr pll in this course

m Counselors who are knowledgeableirbout offerings and
career opportunities in my field

n Members of minority grams who are successful in my
field are invited to campus to meet with students

o Women who are successful in my fielu ?re invited to
campus to meet with students

p Handicapped persons who are successful in my (mid aic
invited to campus to meet with students

Thank you very much for completim this survey
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